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Abstract: An allegory of modern science.

Part LIV
The heat of the sun, the rocks, the sea…the island. Hooray! Hooray! We made landfall today!
First out of the boat: Archimedes–splashing through the shallows, dropping to his knees,
kissing Mother Earth; Dr. Z. and Sharona dancin’ in the sand…Ballerina, you must’ve seen her.
First impression? Not much to write home about. Along the shore, a couple of strange lookin’
iguanas, some finches, a few looney gooney birds and blue-footed boobies. But the interior?
The irresistible lure of mystery and adventure beckoned. We took a vote. Stick with the ship?
What fun is that? No, stick together! So securing the lifeboat, we made fast our mooring and
started exploring. Our fearless, intrepid leader, A.J. (the Admiral), led the way. Immediately,
the cool, dappled light of the forest enveloped us. Ah, Eden! Everything appeared so fresh, so
green, so flourishing…a sumptuous feast for the eyes and the soul, a world of constant verdure.
It was as if even the air itself were green. Reaching the top of a small saddle, we stopped in
our tracks. They say Nature supplies food to every creature. But never in my wildest
imaginings could I have envisioned this! Before us lay a delicious vale, like a planted garden:
a cornucopia of melons and coconuts upon the ground, grapes in great abundance, the vines
spread over the trees and the clusters in their prime, ripe and rich. There were orange, lemon,
and citron trees. The green limes we gathered were sweet, pleasant to eat. A little spring
issued out of the side of a hill. Wandering through our secret garden of pleasure…
Harm broke the silence: “Looks like we really stepped in it this time, Gilligan.”
A.J. (the Admiral): “I’m with you, Harm. Think I’m gonna resign my commission and retire
right here. Whaddya say, Bud, you with us?”
Sarah (Mac): “You guys do what you want, but I’ve heard about Eden.
I’m keeping a sharp eye out for snakes.”
Me: “Sorry, guys. Wasn’t listening. I was dreaming of roasted coconut, filet-o-fish washed
down with a swig of cool, clear water, a heap of juicy grapes, and maybe some Key lime pie for
dessert. I gotta say! Rub-a-dub-dub! Thanks for the grub!”
Mac: “Guys. Over here. Look! Something’s carved into this tree. Can’t quite make it out.”
Harm: “Hmm, looks like R. C., 1659. (laughing) Robinson Crusoe’s Island? What are the odds?”
Me: “Sure looks real enough. But probably just somebody’s idea of a joke, right?”
That’s when we heard the drums…
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We all looked at each other. A.J. (the Admiral): “Maybe we’d better have a look-see.”
Mac: “You lead the way, sir. We’re right behind you.”
Slowly, very cautiously, we started up the hill. The noise of the drums increased.
Reaching the top, we lay flat on our bellies, inched our way forward, and peered over…
Holy Hannibal cannibal!
Below us, a circle of painted savages sat round a fire while others danced to the beat of the
drums. They were all in their birthday suits–naked as jaybirds, not a stitch on ’em.
Harm: “Ooh, au naturel! Looks like somebody’s havin’ a party.”
A.J. : “Yeah, but don’t look like no Viennese ball.”
Me: “Wonder if we’re invited?”
Mac (suggestively): “What d’ya think the big pot’s for, Bud?”
A.J. : “I’ve seen enough. We’re outta here! Sharona, Arch, Dr. Z., we’ll grab our bags of fruit,
pouches of water, and head back, make ready to shove off. Mac, Harm, and Bud, you take rear
guard. Give us a good head start.”
Sun, sand, and samba? As the minutes passed, we watched in fascinated horror.
The drums and dancing became more frenzied, building to a feverish pitch.
Harm: “The admiral’s probably back now. What d’ya think? Time to beat a retreat?”
Mac: “I don’t need convincing–sounds good to me.” But then, with a pirate’s smile, and a
devilish gleam in her eye…“You boys up for a little excitement?”
Harm: “Uh-oh!”
Before you could say Long John Silver, Mac jumped up, gave a two-fingered whistle, waved her
arms wildly, and hallooed, “Hey, you naked cannibals, looky up here!”
Laughing giddily, she turned and yelled, “Gotta run, boys, haha–and I do mean ‘Run’…
last one to the boat’s a roasted missionary!”
Run, Forrest, run? Didn’t have to tell me twice! The race through the jungle was a blur.
Man, can Mac move. We had a hard time keeping up. She was already wading out to the boat
by the time we hit the beach. Piling aboard, we set to the oars, hard. Safely out past the
breakwater, we saw the line of savages break from the trees…
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Harm: “Whew! That was cuttin’ it close! Can’t say I appreciate your sense of humor, Mac.”
Me (pulling hard on the oars): “I second that, Commander. Way too close for comfort.”
Mac (laughing): “Come on! A little afternoon jaunt across a tropical island? Running for your
lives? Chased by wild, naked cannibals? You boys wouldn’t have missed it for the world!”
Harm: “Yeah, high adventure you can sink your teeth into, Bud. Like Guam, when you got a
hankerin’ for bananas, and that crazy farmer chased us through the jungle with a machete.”
Mac: “Talk about Mr. Zoom-by-ya! You were movin’ that time, Bud!”
A.J. (the Admiral): “Ahem. Hate to interrupt the fun, but let me spell you, Mr. Roberts.
Looks like you could use a rest.”
Me: “Aye aye, sir.” Turning the oars over to the admiral, I went forward, grabbed a life jacket
(to cushion my “backside”), and settled in.
Dr. Z (chuckling): “I think you just discovered a new law of physics: ‘Fear increases velocity.’
But I see you managed to hang on to your bag of limes there, Bud.”
Me (sucking on a lime): “Ain’t grandma’s Key lime pie, but it’ll do.
And, hey, speaking of pi, I never got to finish my question.”
Archie: “Sorry, Bud. Cannibals kinda got us sidetracked.”
Me: “Cannibals and pi? Guys, I just had a thought. Can you imagine what’s gonna happen
when you try to convince all those scientists back on the mainland to get rid of pi?”
(All glancing toward the natives on shore still waving their spears.)
Dr. Z: “Yeah, Arch, we escaped the pot this time, but when those naked physicists and
intellectual savages get a hold of us, they’re gonna eat us alive!” (all laugh)
Me: “Okay, okay. From grade school to grad school, it’s been hammered into us that one of
the great truths of mathematics is that the value of pi lies between 3.140 and 3.142,
.
And there’s proof, after proof, after proof, that pi never resolves.
So, as pi doesn’t equal anything (well, anything except C /d),
what’s up with Euler saying pi (π) is equal to half the circumference of a circle of radius 1?”
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Archie: “That’s an easy one, Bud:
 As pi (π) equals the circumference divided by the diameter,

,

 And as the diameter (d ) equals 2 times the radius, that equation can also be,

.

 So by setting the radius (r ) equal to one, Euler can have pi equal the circumference
divided by two:

or

or

.”

Me: “Well, that’s short and sweet.”
Archie: “Wait, Bud. There’s more. Now for the fun part. Say I start with

:

 But this time, instead of having the radius (r ) equal one, I’ll set the diameter (d ) equal
to one to get the equation

.

 Now I have pi equal to the circumference,

!”

Me: “Pi equal to both the semicircle and the circumference? That’s hilarious!”
Archie: “And get a load of this! If I apply ‘Euler’s Ruler’ to the equation,
 With the radius (r) equal to one, that gives me
 And, voila! Now I have
!”

:

,

Dr. Z: “By substituting one for any of the dimensional lengths, you can make pi (which doesn’t
equal anything) appear to equal the semicircle, the circumference, the area of a circle…”
Me: “By golly, I could even do that ‘one thing’ with the equation,
 Sure, if I set width equal to 1,
 I’d get area equal to length,

!

,
.

Or if I do the ol’ switcheroo
 And set length equal to 1,
 I get area equal to width,

,
.

Wow! An absurd new rule for physics–Schwarzenegger’s Law! One’s the original Terminator!
Replacing a dimension with one eliminates that dimension from the equation!
Yeah, by calling the width one, I get rid of width; by calling the length one, I get rid of length;
and by calling the radius one…Hasta la vista, baby! Euler got rid of the radius!” (All laugh)
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